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The Challenge
SCENE, the Scotiabank-Cineplex loyalty program, wanted to add value to the plan for its members while also attracting 
new members with a broader offering. The goal was to provide opportunities to use the SCENE card beyond movie 
theatres and move into the larger entertainment space.

The Objective
As dinner and a movie are a natural fit, SCENE decided to add a restaurant benefit to the card. It partnered with Cara 
Foods and added the ability to collect and redeem points at Milestones Grill and Bar restaurants to its benefits. An ad 
campaign was to be created to inform the public of this exciting, new offering.

The Plan
New movies are released each Friday. Newspapers are key in providing reviews and movie listings. As well as being 
a source of what is going on locally. Newspaper ads featuring SCENE at Milestones would be placed every Friday for 
a number of weeks to target the movie-going public. Further reinforcement would be used via outdoor ads near movie 
theatres and posters within theatres.

The Creative
Half page ads were created and feature a signature Milestone’s dip along with a dominant shot of the SCENE card shown 
appropriately - on the dining table. 

The headline was simple and to the point so there would be no confusion over what is being offered. 

The ad directs the reader online for more information. Newspaper ads are one of the most effective ways of sending 
Canadians online – two thirds of Canadians state they have seen something in the newspaper and it has encouraged 
them to go online for more information.

The Results
The campaign performed exceeding well! 

Newspapers Canada engaged Totum Research to track the impact of the newspaper buy. 
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The key message was stated very clearly and concisely in the 
headline. It was effectively received by those exposed! Finally  
the advertising will result in more applications for the SCENE  
card – building the brand overall.

Clearly the campaign message was beautiful fit with the medium. 
Newspapers delivered the appropriate audience at the right time!

The newspaper ads were strongly branded with a powerful visual of 
the SCENE card. This built overall awareness of the card – and even 
more so for those that saw the campaign more than 3 times!
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